Requirements:
1. Unlock room, remove lockdown, restart machines:
a. Find audio/text log outside room.
b. Go through vent to enter locked room.
c. Puzzle: Jump over and through 0-g section, dodge electricity + lasers.
d. Get to room lock switch.
e. Unlock room and remove lockdown.
2. Save critical research.
a. Find audio/text log on desk near entrance.
b. Follow downed electric cable to side-room (water is electrified, can’t pass).
c. Remove power core from receptacle, shut off electricity to section
(activate flashlight?).
d. Cross water with power core, go to area with lasers (server room locked),
put power core into laser generator.
e. Puzzle 1: Move lasers to connect beam to server room laser receptacle.
f. Puzzle 2: Move hard drives/server racks to correct positions + remove old
ones so data lights match up.
g. Plug server into mainframe, submit data.
3. Clean room and replace several research machines (requires parts from
storage).
a. Computer announces machines need to be replaced so research can
continue. Tasks include (can be out of order):
i.
Drain water from section.
1.
ii.
Replace main gravity generator (bottom middle of room).
1. Go to two consoles on either end of gravity generator and
switch off.
iii. Replace material analyzer (left side of room).
iv.
Replace AI Core parts (right side of room).
4. Calibrate/restart machines.
a. Use lasers to explode tank, blow up wall.
b. Go through broken wall, retrie
5. Figure out what happened to the research team (Secondary, 3 people).
Isaac idea for area: Airlock for bringing in rocks from space to analyze/blast apart.
Scripted airlock explosion, close blast doors?
Dangers:
● Lasers

● Large, moving machines
● Explosives
● Acid valves
Conditions:
● Can’t damage research samples!
ASIMo-V enters the airlocked zone for the research section and can look inside the
room, but can’t enter it without a password. Luckily, there’s an audio log on the floor
from the lead researcher. They mention a power failure and how some of the servers
went down. They had to change the door combination as the old one got wiped, and
they give the combination.
Puzzle:
● Data backup module for server located behind locked area, must follow cable
through vent to locate
● Blast through weakened wall to get power core or other collectible + text/audio
log.
● Use lasers

